Imagine! Remember that song?

Well, imagine if the Democrats started winning seats in the legislature. Imagine our county government populated by all Democrats! (We're half-way there now.)

The weather is beautiful. Fall is here in all its splendor, with mild temperatures, blue skies and great weather to get out and talk to neighbors.

Several Precinct Chairs are models of efficiency. The election results in their precincts will prove that walking door-to-door works.

For example, Glenda Stewart, even though she's having to use a cane, is covering her precinct thoroughly, walking through the pain and talking up the Democrats. She'll win that precinct, hands down.

David Disbrow, Precinct Chair of Precinct 3, is also working hard, getting the literature to the hands of the Democrats and Independents in his precinct. He has created innovative techniques to inform his precinct voters, and built a pigeon-hole system at the office to distribute candidate literature. Be sure to come by the office often in these next few days to check your box for literature.
Terry Gresham, Precinct Chair of Precinct 21, created several months ago a Facebook page for his precinct so that he can inform his precinct voters. Terry has handed out very informative literature, including candidate pieces to his precinct voters. His precinct Facebook page has inspired several others to set up Facebook pages: check out David Disbrow's, for example.

Kendra Sebo, Precinct Chair of Precinct 19, has packaged the candidates' literature for her precinct in neat packages for distribution to the voters in her precinct and also created a unique flyer just for her precinct, describing the polling place, early voting days and times, and other valuable information.

Shevonda Steward, Precinct Chair of Precinct 8, has created volunteer lists for all precincts and distributed those to precinct chairs by putting them in their pigeon-holes at the office. She's working her precinct --- one of the largest--- in ways that will produce voter results.

These are just a few of the very active precinct chairs and workers. Bill Pitts and Ray Dryz have assembled literature and information that they mailed to all the Democrats and Independents in Precinct 20, for example.

If you do your part as these precinct chairs have done, we will turn the tide to blue. This is the year to take advantage of the Trump idiocy to our advantage. Only 16-17 days to go!

WE STILL NEED VOLUNTEERS TO HELP IN THE CAMPAIGNS!

PLEASE CALL, OR E-MAIL: Charles Kolker, Chair, Comanche Co. Democratic Party, (580) 351-7265; ckolker@aol.com.